
Everything you need to build and print personalized,
compliant medication labels on-demand.

859-797-2331  |  sales@vigilantlabels.com

Our Mission: Every Label. Every Time.
Developed jointly by an anesthesiologist and a 
pharmacist, Vigilant Labels was founded on a 
mission of “every label, every time”.

Recognizing proper medication labeling is vital 
for optimal patient safety and knowing its impact 
on revenue and cost, they also knew firsthand the 
challenges of getting consistent compliance with 
existing solutions.

The Click-to-Comply™ system is optimized for 
ease of use and proven to increase compliance. 
We look forward to having you join our mission as 
we expand nationwide.



System Specifications

Ready to use, right out of the box 
and it’s easy to implement - with 
no IT or security concerns.

Click-to-Comply ™  from Vigilant Labels
Just 2 Clicks and 2 Seconds to Compliance —
Every Label. Every Time. 

Supports Patient Safety
Makes consistent, compliant medication labeling a reality 
throughout your facility - from procedural
areas to pharmacy.

From procedural areas to the pharmacy, we’re solving 
medication labeling compliance challenges in health 
facilities across the country. Here’s why:

Meets Compliance Standards
Every Label. Every Time.
Labels meet standards and guidelines established
by USP<797>, CMS, ASA, ASTM and ISMP.

Optimized for Clinical Compliance
Anesthesia teams easily print compliant, case-specific
label sets on-demand.

Improves Revenue Cycle Management
Eases EHR documentation and charge capture workflow 
with integrated barcode data on every label.

Creates Efficiency for Pharmacy Staff
Quickly print up to 40 compliant medication label
sets at once.

Facilitates Cost Reduction
Enables pharmacy to reduce or eliminate expensive 
outsourced compounding and pre-filled syringes.

Get in Touch —

Get a free label sample pack, learn more, get a 
quote, or see if you qualify for a demonstration 
printer or a no-cost 30 day trial: 

859-797-2331 | sales @vigilantlabels.com

How It Works

Set-Up:

1. 

2. Use the Smart App to build your label set detail
3. Plug in printer(s) and insert label roll(s)
4. Launch and see compliance soar - Every label. Every time.

In Use: Simply Print, Stick and Comply

1. Scan badge to log in
2. Scan badge to print, then stick and comply - it’s that easy

All user input made with badge scanner - no keypads, no 
handwriting, no waiting.

Printer Weight:

Power Supply Requirements:

Operating Temp:

Storage Temp:

Relative Humidity:

Print Mode:

Label Set Template Options:

Label Sets Per Roll:

1.72 kb (3.80 lbs)

100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 60 W

5℃ to 40℃ (41℉ to 104 ℉)

-40℃ to 60℃ (-40 ℉ - 140℉)
20 to 80% non-condensing

Direct Thermal

SM (12 up), MED (26 up), LRG (40 up)

200

16.8 cm x 18.0 cm x 21.5 cm
(6.61 in x 7.09 in x 8.46 in)

Select a template by case (e.g., OB, Cardiac, GI, Neuro, 
Ortho, Pediatrics, General Anesthesia), by medication 
(any drug, any concentration) or create your own. 

Click-to-Comply™ offers a convenient and cost effective 
solution to solve the complicated challenges of compliant 
medication labeling. We provide everything you need 
to build and print personalized, compliant medication 
labels and a simple 2 click and 2 second workflow your 
anesthesia team will love.

Printer Dimensions:

SMG3Rx
1201 Wiley Road, Suite 120 
Schaumburg, IL 60173

https://smg3rx.com/our-products/vigilant-labels-compliant-anesthesia/
sales@smg3.com


